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Commutators of Foliation Preserving
Homeomorphisms for Certain Compact Foliations
Dedicated to Professor Hiroyasu Ishimoto on his 60th birthday
By

Kazuhiko FUKUI*

§1. Introduction
Let M be an n-dimensional closed topological manifold. By X (M) we
denote the group of all homeomorphisms of M which are isotopic to the identity
by an isotopy fixed outside a compact set.
In this note we treat certain subgroups of X (M).
Let (M, N) be a manifold pair, where Ar is a proper submanifold of M. Let
X (M, N) denote the subgroup of homeomorphisms of X ( M ) which are invariant
on N.
In §2, we consider the homologies of 3C (M, A r ), that is, the homology groups
of the group X(M, N) and show that the homologies of X(Rn, Rp) (p> 0)
vanish in all dimension > 0. This is a special case of a result of
Fukui-Imanishi [F~l] which is a generalization of a result of Mather [Ma] to
foliated manifolds. We show in §3 that 3C (M, Ar) is perfect, i.e., is equal to its
own commutator subgroup, for a certain manifold pair (M, N).
In §4 and §5, we consider the group of foliation preserving
homeomorphisms. We have already discussed in [F~l] about the case of
codimension one foliations. We study here the case of compact foliations of
codimension greater than one. Let(M, 9} be a C^-foliated manifold and
F(M, &) be the group of foliation preserving homeomorphisms of (M, ^)
isotopic to the identity by a foliation preserving isotopy fixed outside a compact
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set. Using the results in §3 we show in §4 that F (M, OP) is perfect for the case
that 3F is a compact codimension two foliation with no dihedral leaves on a
compact manifold M and show in §5 that F (M, 2F] is perfect for the case that 9
is a certain compact Hausdorff codimension three foliation with ic\ (l) = Z for
each leaf L on a compact manifold M.

§2,

of X (W, R*)

We recall that if G is any group, then there is a standard chain complex
C(G) whose hornology is the homology of G,
Let Cr(G) be the free abelian group on the set of all r-tuples (gi, ..., gr) ,
where gt^G. The boundary operator 9 I Cr(G)~ *Cr-i(G) is defined by
9(?I, .... *r) = (ft1** .... ftVr) + t

(-D

' <gl ..... g ...... gr) -

1= 1

Then we have d2 = 0. The symbol Hr(G) will stand for the r-th homology
group of the above chain complex.
Let Hln= (Ui, ..., xn) |jr,eR} be an n-dimensional Euclidean space and E^
the ^-dimensional subspace { ( x i , ..., xp, 0, ..., 0)|*,-^R} of R*.
Let L7 is an open rectangle in R* such that C7 H E^ ^ 0 . We put
Xu (Rn. Rp) = (f^X (EM, Rp) \supp (/•) c L^} . Let c\ ^u (W, Rp) -* * (RK, RO
denote the inclusion map, and let t*: Hr(^u(^n, Kp) ) ^Hr (X (E,n, E,p)) denote
the induced homomorphism. By the similar argument as in the proof of Lemma
2,2 of [p-l] , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.2.

c* is an isomorphism.
If p>0, then the homology groups Hr(X(W, Rp)} =Qfor

r>0.
Proof.
We put U= (l, 2) x (-1, l^cR*. Then we note un~Rp= (1, 2)
X (-1, I)*-1. Take a homeomorphism </>^<% (EM, Rp) given by 0 W =y^ for x
€=£(0, 3) = tc= On, ..., O eR»| Cc 1 ) 2 + -+ W 2 <9>. We set U, = 0(U) =(^f)
x (—^r, (;=0, 1, 2, ...). Note that [70=£/.
Then we have that C/> D C/^= 0 iij^k and {t/y} shrinks to the origin Oe
K as j goes to oo.
The rest is proved by the similar way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of
[F-I].
K

Corollary 2030
Proof.

Xu(Wl, Rp] and <%(Rn, Rp) are perfect groups for p>0.

These are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.2 because that
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Hi(G) = G/[G, G] for any group G.
§3.

Commutators of X (M, N)

A locally flat proper manifold pair (M, N) is by definition a pair of
topological manifolds such that N is a locally flat submanifold of M, properly
imbedded as a closed subset.
In this section, we show that ffl (M, N) is perfect for a locally flat manifold
pair (M, N) (dim N>0). For dim ATX), we have the following as a corollary
of Corollary 2.3.
Theorem 3.1.
Let (M, N) be a locally flat proper manifold pair.
X (M, N) is perfect for dim N>0.

Then

Proof.
Let/^$?(M, A/"). From the relative version of Corollary 1.3 of
[E-K] , we have / — fk°fk-i ° '"°/i, where each /, is supported either in an open
rectangle Ut with Utr\N= 0 or in an open rectangle Ut with UiClN^ 0 .
Hence we can assume that either /^^(R*) or/,e^(R w , R*).
From the theorem of Mather [Ma] and Corollary 2.3, we have that/ is in
the commutator subgroup of #£(M, N) . Thus $(M, N) is perfect. This
completes the proof.
Corollary 3,2*
Let M be a topological manifold with boundary dM.
$£ (M, 9M) is perfect for dim M>1.

Then

Let tf(L X R? rel L X {- 00} ) be the group of homeomorphisms of L X R
which are the identity on a neighborhood of L X {—00} anc[ are isotopic to the
identity, where L is a closed manifold. As an immediate consequence of Theorem
1.2 of D. Mcduff [Me], we have the following.
Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.4.

tf

(L x R, rel L x { - oo}) is perfect.
W (Rw, 0) is perfect.

Proof.
Let/e^(R w , 0). We denote by the same latter/ the restriction of
/ to Rn— 10} . Since Rn— {0} is homeomorphic to the product Sn~l x R, we can
naturally regard that /is in MfCS^xR, rel S'^X {-oo}).
From Proposition 3.3, there exist g1t ht in 3((Sn~l X R, rel Sn~l X {-co})
(i = l,2/..., k) such that/=nf =1 t z , fej.
Since Rw is homeomorphic to the one point compactification of Sn-1 X Rf
11 1
S ' x R/S""1 x {00} f we see that gt and ht : Sn~l x R-^S"-1 x R (i = 1,2 ..... k) can
be extended to homeomorphisms of W1 with compact support by mapping the
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origin to the origin.
Thus / is in the commutator subgroup of ffl(Rn, 0). This completes the
proof.
Remark 3.5.
Let Diff°(Rn, 0) be the group of C°°-orientation preserving
diffeomorphisms of (Rw, 0) isotopic to the identity. Then Theorem 1 of [Fl]
and Corollary 1.3 of [Me] imply that Hi(Diff°(S>n, 0)) =R.
Theorem 3060
-X (M, N) is perfect.

Let N be a zero dimensional submanifold of M. Then

Proof. Let f ^ 3£ (M, N) . From the relative version of Corollary 1.3 of
[E-K], we have/=/jfc°/A_i 0 -°/i t where each// is supported either in an open
rectangle Ut with Ut H N — 0 or in an open rectangle Ut with Ut fl N — {one
point].
Hence we can assume that either fl^<f£(W) or/,€E^(R M , 0).
From the theorem of Mather [Ma] and Proposition 3.4, we have that/ is in
the commutator subgroup of X (M, N) . Thus X (M, N) is perfect. This
completes the proof.
The following is a corollary of Theorem 3 = 6.
Corollary 3.7 (cf. Lemma 4.4 of [F-l]).
Let tf([Q, 1]) be the group of
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the interval [0, 1]. Then X ([0, l]) is
perfect.

§40

Commutators of F(M9 SF], Case of Codimeesion Two

Let M be a compact C^-manifold without boundary and 3F a compact
Hausdorff codimension q (^-foliation of M, where OF is said to be Hansdorff if
the leaf space M/3F is Hausdorff. Then we have a nice picture of the local
behavior of 2F as follows.
Proposition 4.1 ([E2]).
There is a generic leaf L0 with property that there
is an open dense subset of M, where the leaves have all trivial holonomy and are all
diffeomorphic to L0. Given a leaf L, we can describe a neighborhood U(D of L,
together with the foliation on the neighborhood as follows. There is a finite
subgroup G (L) of 0 (q) such that G (L) acts freely on Lo on the right and Lo/G (L)
= L. Let Dq be the unit disk. We foliate L0 X Dq with leaves of the form LG X {pt} .
This foliation is preserved by the diagonal action of G ( L ) , defined by g(x, y) =
(x ° g'1, g ° y) for g^ G (L), x^-Lo and y^Dq. So we have a foliation induced on
U — LO x G(L)DQ. The leaf corresponding to y — 0 is L 0 /G (L) . Then there is a
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^-imbedding cp: U —* M with (p(U) — U(L), which preserves leaves and
<p(LQ/G(L))=L.
We consider here compact codimension two foliations. In this case, by the
results of D. Epstein [El] and R. Edwards, K. Millett and D. Sullivan [E-M-S] ,
we have the following: There is an upper bound on the volumes of the leaves of
3F. So every compact codimension two exfoliation is Hausdorff.
Since G ( L ) is a finite subgroup of 0(2) , G (L) is either a group of k
rotations which is isomorphic to Zfe or a group of / rotations and I reflections
which is isomorphic to D/= (u,v;uI — v2= ( u v ) 2 = l}. We regard Z* as a fixed
group of rotations of D2. Note that DI which is generated by one reflection is
isomorphic to Z2 but it is different from Z2.
Definition 4.2.
A leaf L is singular if G (L) is not trivial. The order
of G (L) is called the order of holonomy of L. Such an L is called a rotation leaf,
a reflection leaf or a dihedral leaf according to whether G (L) is isomorphic to Z*
Di or D, (/>!).
From now on we assume that %P has no dihedral leaves. From Proposition
4.1, there are finitely many rotation leaves in 3F because of the compactness of
M. Let 5 be the union of all reflection leaves of 3f and L\ ..... Lr all rotation
leaves of ?F. We denote by B the leaf space M/& which is a compact
F-manifold of dimension two and the quotient map p:M—*B is a V-bundle (see
I. Satake [S] for definitions). B is also a topological manifold. Put at=p(Ll)
(i = l, 2 ..... r) and ~S — p(S] . S is the boundary of B if S is non-empty. Then
we note that p: M— S ULi U - (JLr—*B — S U [ai ..... ar} is a fibration with generic
leaf L as fibre.
Theorem 4.3.
Let M be a compact Cl -manifold without boundary and 3* a
compact codimension two Cl -foliation of M. We assume thai 2F has no dihedral
leaves. Then F(M, 3F) is perfect.
Proof.
Every foliation preserving homeomorphism /: M—* M induces a
homeomorphism / of the leaf space B such that the diagram commutes

M

'1
B

-

»

,

M

I'

- '— > B.

Let Li, ..., Lr be all rotation leaves of ?? and at=p(Lt) (i — 1, 2, ..., r) . In
this case we have the natural homomorphism n\ F(M, HP)—*$(B, SU (ai, ..., ar}}
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defined by TT (f) =/.
Let/^$f (B, S U [ai
a r )). From the relative version of Corollary 1.3 of
[E~K] , we have/==/* °/jfc-i° ••• °7i, where each/i is supported either in a small
open rectangle Ui with L7* fl (5 U (a\, ..., a r )) = 0 or in a small open rectangle Ui
with t// n S=^ 0 and Ut H {ai, ..., ar} =0 or in a small open rectangle Ut with
[A 05" = 0 and Ut D (alf ..., ar} = (0^£ point}. Thus each/ f can be lifted to/, in
F(M, 50. Hence TT is onto.
Let / ^ F (M, 5"). We may assume that / is close to the identity. It is
clear that rc(f) =f(^X(Bt S U W ..., a r })) is also close to the identity. From
Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.6, $(B, SU {ai, ..., a r } ) is perfect. Thus/ is in the
commutator subgroup of 3C(B, S U {#!, ...,ar}), that is, /= Ilf=i [?«, fcj Qr«, /&/ e
$? (B, S U {&!, .... ar})). Here ^j and /if (i = l, 2, ..., fc) can be supported in small
neighborhoods in B. By lifting ~gl and ht to ^2 and /i, in F(M, ^), we have/ /=::
Il?=i [>«, ^,] - Since TT (/"° (/') -1) =id, /° (/') ~x is contained in L (M, ^), where
L (M, 2F) is the group of leaf preserving homeomorphisms of (M, 2F) which are
isotopic to the identity. From Theorem 3.2 of [F-l] , /° (/') -1 is in the
commutator subgroup of L (M, ^). Hence / is in the commutator subgroup of
F(M, &). Thus F(M, ^) is perfect This completes the proof.
Corollary 4 0 4 0
Let M be a compact Cl-manifold without boundary and ZF a
compact codiinension two Cl~foliation of M. We assume that Ki\L) = Z for every
leaf L of 9. Then F (M, SF) is perfect.
Proof.
Take a singular leaf L of 3P. Then G (L) is isomorphic to a finite
cyclic group since TTi (L) =Z for every leaf L of ^. Thus any dihedral leaves
do not appear in 3F and hence the corollary follows from Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 405*
Let M be a compact 4-dimensional Cl~manifold without
l
boundary and 3F a C -foliation of M by orientable surfaces. If the genus of a
generic leaf is even, then F (M, 3*) is perfect.
Proof. Take a generic leaf L0 and a singular leaf L of 9. Then we have a
regular covering TT: LQ—*L with structure group G (L). Thus if the genus of L0
is even, then the order of G (L) is not even, hence C (L) can not be a dihedral
group. Hence the corollary follows from Theorem 4.3.

§50 Commutators of F(M, 2F), Case of Codimension Three
In this section we consider the group of foliation preserving homeomorphisms for compact Hausdorff codimension three foliations.
Let 9 be a compact Hausdorff codimension three (^-foliation of a compact
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manifold M. We assume that n\ (L) = Z for every leaf L of 2F. Then G (L) in
Proposition 4.1 is isomorphic to a finite cyclic subgroup of 0(3). Then we
have the following.
Proposition 5.1 (cf. [F2]).
Each cyclic subgroup G of 0(3) is classified
as follows:
(i) Type /(G^SO(3)): G is isomorphic to Z/nZ which is generated by
/cos27T/tt — sin27T/n Cr
A=
\

sin27T/w

cos27T/n

0

0

0

1,

(U) Type II (G C SO (3), G 3/= -£5): G 15 isomorphic to Z/2Z wfcic/i is
generated by J,
(Hi) Type III feet SO (3), G $/): G is isomorphic to Z/nZ («: ^m) ujfcicfc
is generated by JA,
Definition 5.2.
We say such a singular leaf L is of type I , type U ,
type IHi or type HU if G (L) is of Type I , Type II, Type HI and n=2, or Type
III and w>4.
We can clarify the local structure of the leaf space M/3F using Proposition
5 .1 as follows.

Let U(L) be a saturated neighborhood of L as in Proposition 4.1.
(1) In case L is of type I , U (L) /OF is homeomorphic to C x (— 1, 1) t
where C is the quotient space of D2 by a linear action of Z/nZ(^SO (2)). The
union of leaves of type I corresponds to {(0, 0)} x (— 1, 1) . Therefore
U(D/SF is still a topological manifold.
(2) In case L is of type II, U (L) /OF is homeomorphic to the suspension of
the projective plane P2.
(3) In case L is of type ffli, U(L)/2F is homeomorphic to D2 X [0, 1). The
union of leaves of type HI i corresponds to D2 x {0}. Therefore the leaves of
type IIIi correspond to the points of the boundary of M/2F.
(4) In case L is of type HI2, U(L) /SF is homeomorphic to CX [0, 1), where
C is that in (1). The point {(0, 0)} x {0} corresponds to the leaf of type Hz, the
points in {(0, 0)} x (0, 1) correspond to the leaves of type 1 and the points in
(C— (0, 0)) x {0} correspond to the leaves of type ffli.
In case L is of type II . U (L) /OF is homeomorphic to the one point
compactification of the product P2 X R, p2 x R/p2 X {00} % which is denoted by
S (P2), S (P2) is not a manifold but has a manifold structure except for the
infinity point P2 X {00} = oo.
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Let 3f (S(P2) , °°) be the group of homeomorphisms of S(P2) which are
isotopic to the identity by an isotopy fixed outside a compact set and leave °°
fixed.
Proposition 5.3.

X (S (P2) ,°o) is perfect.

Proof. Let/e^/f (S (P2) , 0 0 ) . We denote by the same letter / the restriction
of/ to P 2 XR. By Proposition 3.3, we have

Then we see that ^ and h, : P2 X R-»P2 X R (i = 1, 2 ..... A) can be extended to
homeomorphisms of S (P2) with compact support by mapping the infinity point
to the infinity point.
Thus / is in the commutator subgroup of 3f (S (P2) , °°) . This completes
the proof.
Theorem 5A*
Let M be a compact Cl -manifold without boundary and ^ a
compact Hausdorff codimension three Cl-foliation of M with leaf space B. We assume
that 7Ti(L) = Z for every leaf L of SF and $F has no leaves of type JRz- Then
F (M, 3F) is perfect.
Proof.
From the assumption, B has a manifold structure except for
points corresponding to leaves of type II . Since M is compact, such points are
finite. We denote them by ai, ..., ar. Let N be the submanifold of B
corresponding to the union of leaves of type I and type ffli. Then we have
the natural homomorphism n: F(M, &)—*$€ (B, NU fei ..... ar}) defined by it(f) =
/ as in the proof of Theorem 4.3..
Let/^^f (B,N(J {ai, ..., ar}). From the relative version of Corollary 1,3 of
[E-K] , we have f—fic°fk-i° '" °/i, where each f, is supported either in a small
open neighborhood LT, with Ut H (N U (a±.....a r } ) — 0 or in a small open
neighborhood Ut with Ut H N=£ 0 and Ut fl {ai, ..., ar} = 0 or in a small open
neighborhood Ut with Ut f}N= 0 and Ut fl {ai ..... ar} — {one point} . Thus each/,
can be lifted to/, in F(M,2F). Hence ?r is onto.
Let f^F (M,2f) . We may assume that/ is close to the identity. It is clear
that TT (/) = / ( e * (B, Ar U {ai ..... a r })) is also close to the identity. From
Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 5.3, $f (B, N ( J { a i.....a r }) is perfect. Thus/ is in
the commutator subgroup of $(B, N(J {ai.....ar}) , that is, /= flf-i [gi,h] (gi,ht^
^?(B,A r U {ai, ..., a r })). Here ^2 and ^ (i = l, 2 ..... fc) can be supported in small
neighborhoods in B. By lifting gt and ht to ^z and /i^ in F(M^} , we have/' =
n?=i |>i^J . Since TT (/° (/') -1) =id, f° (/')
x

-1

is contained in L (M,^) . From

Theorem 3.2 of [F-l] , f° (/') " is in the commutator subgroup of L (M,50 .
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Hence / is in the commutator subgroup of F (M,2f).
This completes the proof.
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Thus F (M,3F) is perfect
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